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1 – Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made exponential progress
in recent years, especially in terms of Artificial Narrow
Intelligence (ANI) and machine learning. As the amount
of data breaches and cybersecurity incidents grow, AI is
increasingly being hailed for its new way to automatically
spot any malware on a network, guide incident response,
and detect intrusions before they even occur. The 2018
Ponemon Institute’s “Artificial Intelligence (AI) in
Cyber-Security” study, for example, shows that AI is
able to detect 63% of previously undetectable zero-day
exploits.1 However, despite the potential benefits of AI
being touted as a game-changer, estimates on its impact
on cybersecurity still vary widely.
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Cybersecurity is a field where absolute security is
impossible. Instead its objective is to reduce the attack
surface to a minimum. The rosy view of what AI can
deliver is not entirely wrong, but what next-generation
techniques actually do is more muddled and incremental
than marketers would want to admit. Fortunately,
researchers developing new defense techniques at
companies and in academia largely agree on both the
potential benefits and challenges.
This study explores how machine learning, in particular
unsupervised learning, can play a role in cybersecurity.2
Chapter 2 introduces the body of AI and the different
forms of machine learning. Chapter 3 looks at the
possible application and weaknesses of machine learning
to improve cybersecurity, while chapter 4 identifies the
macro bottlenecks for the technology. Overall, the study
uses recent literature on the subject in light of contextual
examples, and presents some suggestions and
recommendations for Dutch stakeholders seeking
to understand how to best profit from the development
from a socio-economic context.
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2 – Introduction to AI and Machine Learning

2.1 Artificial Intelligence
The term Artificial intelligence (AI) has become ubiquitous
in the media in recent years. However, there is little
understanding of what exactly this technology entails.
This briefing explains some of the basic AI technologies,
and concentrates on a specific technology field known
as “unsupervised learning”.
Artificial Intelligence is typically classified in three categories: Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI),3 Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI), and Artificial Superintelligence (ASI):

Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI)

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI)

Able to match or exceed human ability
in a specific task or domain (e.g. speech
recognition)

Able to match or exceed human ability
in its full range (e.g., AlphaGo that defeated
a human in a game of Go)

Able to exceed human ability in both
range and ability

AI is an extremely broad and nebulous field that
encompasses many methodologies, within which
machine learning can be seen as a subset or means
to achieve AI. Most of the new development and
investment within AI is dedicated towards machine
learning, with around 60% of all AI investment in
2016 going towards machine learning technology.4

2.2 Machine Learning
At its core, machine learning is one step or instrument
towards achieving all three types of AI. It is generally
defined as the usage of algorithms to analyze troves of
data in order to train computers to recognize patterns and
discern valuable information without human intervention.5
The fundamental goal of machine learning is to generalize
beyond the examples in the data training set.6 Machine
learning itself is not necessarily more effective than human
learning. Rather, machines are able to go through data
much faster than humans.7
Machine learning is chiefly a predictive technology,
and many of its tasks fit into several general categories
outlined in the table below:8 For nearly every given
cybersecurity application, multiple tasks are used at
different stages.
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Function

Cybersecurity application

Classification tasks associate input data with labels,
assigning the data points into certain categories

Spam filters

Regression tasks attempt to predict the next value based
on a set of data that may influence that variable (prediction)

Fraud detection and anomaly detection

Clustering tasks is the unsupervised learning version of
classification. This means that there is no pre-existing
knowledge about the classes of the data or whether the data
can be classified at all.

Malware and forensic analysis, behavior analytics

Dimensionality reduction tasks reduce the number of random
variables under consideration so that redundant features are
eliminated and further data processing is less intensive – similar
to classification and clustering but deal with more complex
systems, unlabeled data and many potential features.

Face detection solutions (part of two-factor authentication
and identifying “deep fakes”) and often a supportive task

Association Rule Learning tasks are used for recommendation
systems that have many applications in commerce and
entertainment. In the context of cybersecurity, a particular
type of response is linked to a particular incident.

Incident response and risk management

Generative models differ from the rest. Whereas the previous
tasks deal with the existing information and associated decisions,
generative models simulate the actual data based on the previous
decisions

Vulnerability scanning (crawler)

2.3 Supervised versus Unsupervised
Learning
Within machine learning two main approaches can be
identified – supervised and unsupervised learning. These
processes are not always mutually exclusive and a
solution to a given machine learning task may, at various
stages, use both supervised and unsupervised learning
techniques. This also goes for cybersecurity. Machine
learning is not a one-shot process of building a data set
and running a learner9, but rather an iterative process
of running the learner, analyzing the results, modifying
the data and/or the learner, and repeating. It often still
requires human intervention.
Supervised learning refers to processes of machine
learning that require labeled data as input for the artificial
agent. Supervised learning is named as such because
the data scientist acts like a teacher for the AI, labeling
the input data with associated facts and determining the
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output. The algorithm’s possible outputs are therefore
known and the data is labeled with ‘correct’ answers.
Typically, this process is applied to classification or
regression tasks.
In unsupervised learning, the AI will learn from data
sets that have not been classified and in doing so react
to either the presence or absence of commonalities
in the data.10 The algorithms infer patterns from data
sets without reference to known or labeled outcomes.
Sometimes labeled data is very rare, or the task of
labeling is very time-consuming, or we may not even
know if labels exist. For example, consider the case of
network flow data. Attempting to label this huge amount
of data would be extremely time-intensive, and it would
be very hard for a person to determine labels for each
data point. Given how good machines are at finding
patterns in large datasets, it is often much easier to have
the machine separate data into groups.

The objective of unsupervised learning algorithms is to
discover the underlying structure of the data in a given
set. Unsupervised learning methods are therefore most
suitably applied to tasks such as clustering, anomaly
detection, association and dimensionality reduction.
To have useful AI that employs unsupervised learning
thus requires the actual algorithms, a set of data, and
sufficient computational power.
Other approaches include semi-supervised learning
(analysis on labeled data alongside unlabeled data),
and reinforcement learning (where an AI agent learns
to interact with its environment through trial-anderror).11
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning
that recognizes patterns of patterns – like image
recognition – in which tasks are broken down and
distributed onto machine learning algorithms that are
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organized in consecutive layers.12 “Each layer builds up
on the output from the previous layer. Together the layers
constitute an artificial neural network that mimics the
distributed approach to problem-solving carried out by
neurons in a human brain.”13
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3 – Machine Learning in Cybersecurity

From a technical perspective, cybersecurity is
approached from the CIA-triad - to protect the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and
networks. As previously mentioned, it is a field where
absolute security is impossible. Instead, its objective
is to reduce the attack surface. This part of the study
parses AI in cybersecurity and offers some examples
on the application of machine learning for offensive and
defensive purposes.

3.1 Automating the Offense
Increasingly, annual reports of cybersecurity companies
are warning about the ways attackers will further adopt
AI techniques.14 This includes autonomous malware
and offensive cyber capabilities, such as phishing,
spam, DDoS, ransomware, spyware, as well as other
applications in computational propaganda like deep
fakes, which is addressed as a separate issue at the end
of this section.15
Cyberspace is already defined by the asymmetric
power relations between attack and defense. Offensive
capabilities are much cheaper and easier to develop
and deploy than the necessary defensive measures. The
success of an attack is more a reflection of the overall
quality of defense rather than the quality of offense. An
attacker therefore tends to use the cheapest and easiest
tools available, and not necessarily the most advanced.16
Nearly all modern devices have some degree of
computing, storage, and network capacity that can be
appropriated and abused. The proliferation of Internetconnected devices has led to a larger attack surface that
can exploited.17 From an offensive perspective, AI and
machine learning can leverage that large attack surface
better than before and lead to an increase in the speed,
adaptability and agility of an attack and perhaps even
its sophistication.18 The Mirai malware, for example,
capitalized on the relative insecurity of newer Internet of
Things (IoT) devices and marshaled large populations
of these ubiquitous network-enabled devices into
coordinated botnets to execute massive DDoS attacks of
unprecedented capacity.19
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Unsupervised learning can be used to conceal various
forms of malware within a victim’s network, as well
as generate credentials to infiltrate IoT devices by
automatically cycling through password and username
options at a speed faster than a human could test,
and in cases where existing “rainbow tables” (massive
dictionaries of password hashes) are insufficient.20
Attack systems will self-learn how and when to attack
their target system, be able to change behavior when
under counterattack and seek out new targets when
the original attack vector is mitigated. Current malware
already exposes such traits, albeit in a limited and a
pre-programmed manner. For example, it will attempt to
cycle through various attack vectors once it determines
that the ones under attack are no longer responding, such
as attacking different servers after failing to successfully
assault one. However, current malware cannot yet
independently find new avenues of attack without preprogrammed instructions.21
Adaptivity will become a core characteristic of both
attack and defense systems. Through supervised and
unsupervised learning, attack systems will try to avoid
detection and evade defensive or responsive measures
through self-initiated changes in signature, behavior and
goal-planning. As attack systems become more dynamic
in behavior, more voluminous and target a far larger attack
plane, the human capacity to identify and mitigate attacks
will fall short. This will warrant the development of new
defensive systems that use machine learning to support
the security analyst.22 We are already seeing the first wave
of commercial products for autonomous anomaly and
intrusion detection, threat identification, and mitigation.23
As diverse and integrated data becomes available,
increased accessibility can lead to stronger and more
nuanced threats. Many public data sets are appealing due
to their lack of manual labor in creating training data sets
but they may include biases and are also available to the
creators of malware.24 Criminals and state actors can also
influence such systems by ‘poisoning’ datasets with false
data, or data that disrupts the functioning of the system.
If attackers can figure out how an algorithm is set up, or

where it draws its training data from, they can figure out
ways to introduce misleading data that builds a counternarrative about what content or traffic is legitimate versus
malicious. For example, attackers may run campaigns
on thousands of accounts to mark malicious messages
or comments as "Not Spam" in an attempt to skew an
algorithm's perspective.25 Researchers built a machine
learning-based phishing attack generator that trained
on more than 100 million particularly effective historic
attacks to optimize and automatically generate effective
scam links and emails. The attack generator was trained
on open-source data that would be available to potential
attackers and shows how increased access to data
can have serious ramifications for applications such as
AI-based detection systems.26 In a world that depends
on systems that self-learn from self-acquired or pre-built
datasets, intentional manipulation of data becomes a
serious attack vector, and one that is almost impossible
to detect.
Researchers from Endgame released an open source
threat data training set called EMBER,27 with the
hope that they can set an example – even among
competing companies – to focus on collaboration in
machine learning, particularly on defensive measures.28
Collaboration between defenders and researchers may
be necessary to stay ahead of attackers using machine
learning techniques themselves.

3.2 Antivirus Defense
The most obvious first defensive cybersecurity application
of machine learning can be found in anti-virus defense
and malware scanning. Traditionally, anti-virus defense
has been signature-based. This means solutions
scan specific malicious programs, extract a unique
fingerprint, and monitor customer devices to ensure that
none of those signatures re-appear. Malware scanning
using machine learning works in a similar fashion: the
algorithms train how to identify malware from vast
catalogues of viruses, but instead of looking at specific
signatures the machine learning tool has learned to look
for characteristics of specific malware families and is
therefore more flexible: “Where attackers could stymie
traditional anti-virus by making just slight alterations to
their malicious tools that would throw off the signature,
machine learning-based scanners, offered by pretty
much all the big names in security at this point, are more
versatile. They still need regular updates with new training
data, but their more holistic view makes a hacker's job
harder.”29
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3.3 Spam, Phishing and Communication
Filtering
Similarly, machine learning is already indispensable in
countering spam and phishing as well as online forms
of fraud.30 Consider an email spam detection algorithm:
original spam filters would simply blacklist certain
addresses and allow other mail through. Machine learning
improved this by comparing messages classified as spam
emails with messages classified as legitimate email and
identifying "features" that were present more frequently
in one or the other. For example, intentionally misspelled
words (e.g. V!AGRA), the presence of hyperlinks to known
malicious websites, and virus-laden attachments are
likely features indicative of spam rather than legitimate
email. This process of automatically inferring a label (i.e.,
"spam" vs "legitimate") is called classification – one of
the major applications of machine learning techniques.31
Most machine learning having to do with spam filtering
thus relies upon sets of training data.32 Machines learn
from classification problems, and process both non-spam
and spam emails to then learn to distinguish between the
two. Not only is this relevant for spam filtering, but also
more generally for the financial industry and the detection
of fraud. Unsupervised learning systems will continually
detect outlier behavior, whether or not that data was in
the training sample. Similarly, the same techniques can be
employed by large signal intelligence organizations to help
them identify objects of interest, but also minimize objects
that they are not allowed to examine. For instance, it is
known that the US National Security Agency applies socalled “minimization procedures” to automatically scan
communication - mostly email - to determine if the sender
or receiver can be labeled as a “US person”, and thus
largely protected from surveillance. These minimization
procedures are employed in unsupervised machine
learning as one of the techniques to sort through the
mass of communication they automatically collect.33
As offensive strategies evolve and phishing schemes
become more pernicious by setting up fake but
convincing links or tampering a spam filter's idea of
which messages are malicious, service providers need
to adapt to hackers who know how to evolve, and they
use machine learning to keep up. As a result, companies
like Google have found applications for machine learning
in almost all of its services, especially through deep
learning, which allows algorithms to do more independent
adjustments and self-regulation as they train and evolve.
In an interview with Wired magazine, Elie Bursztein, who
leads the anti-abuse research team at Google, claims that

"Before we were in a world where the more data you had
the more problems you had. Now with deep learning, the
more data the better. We are preventing violent images,
scanning comments, detecting phishing and malware in
the Play Store. We use it to detect fraudulent payments,
we use it for protecting our cloud, and detecting
compromised computers. It’s everywhere."34

3.4 Fuzzing and Crawling for Zero Days
The 2018 Ponemon Institute’s “Artificial Intelligence (AI)
in Cyber-Security” study, indicates that AIs are able to
detect 63 percent of previously undetectable zero-day
exploits.35 Zero days is the shorthand for undiscovered
vulnerabilities in code that represent one of the surest
ways to hack a system. They are essential for advanced
cyberattacks, and they have been described as being the
“bullets of cyberwar.” Finding zero days is therefore an
essential task for the offense.
Fuzzing is a method in which random data inputs are
fed into the system until one of the permutations reveals
a software vulnerability that can be hacked.36 It’s an old
but common process that allows attackers to find and
exploit vulnerabilities, and allows defenders to find and
fix them first. It has become an essential tool in the zero
day arms race. The process of fuzzing has already been
automated to a large extent, and applications of machine
learning are already improving fuzzing techniques, its
locations and the strategies and parameters used.37
Microsoft, Google, Baidu and many other tech companies
are using resources to refine the fuzzing process using
machine learning, and companies like Peach Fuzzer and
Codenomicon have established their business model
around this process.38
A crawler is a program designed to traverse websites to
retrieve HTML documents.39 Once the focused crawler
targeting a specific topic or virtual community has
been manually configured, cyber-artifacts of interest
can be collected from multiple virtual communities in
an automated fashion with little supervision.40 Already,
machine learning plays an important role in the
automation of the crawler. Furthermore, experts from the
Arizona State University have developed an AI crawler
- an operational system for cyber threat intelligencegathering that uses machine learning models. It
identifies emerging threats by collecting information from
discussions on hacker forums and marketplaces offering
products and services for malicious hacking. These
threat warnings include information on newly developed
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malware and zero day exploits that have not yet been
deployed. This provides a significant service to cyberdefenders. The system is augmented through the use of
various data mining and machine learning techniques.
With the use of machine learning models, they claim to be
able to recall 92% of products in marketplaces and 80%
of discussions on forums relating to malicious hacking
with high precision. It offers insights to cybersecurity
experts in terms of what vendors and users have a
presence in multiple deep web markets/forums, what zero
day exploits are being developed, and what vulnerabilities
the latest exploits target.41

3.5 Setting the Baseline
At its core, machine learning's biggest strength in
cybersecurity is to help understand what is "baseline"
or "normal" behavior for a system, and then flagging
anything unusual for human review: i.e. anomaly
detection. Machine learning essentially speeds up this
process for the security analyst. This is particularly
important since cybersecurity has moved from perimeter
defense to also include network scanning for unusual
behavior or anomalies that may constitute a breach. This
concept applies to all sorts of machine learning-assisted
threat detection, but researchers say that the machine
learning-human interplay is the crucial strength of the
techniques.42
From a defensive point of view, there is a constant
push to respond in real time and to mitigate attacks.
Automating network scanning and anomaly detection
allows suspicious behavior to be pinpointed much faster,
mitigate a potential breach, minimize its impact, and
thereby enhance the resilience of a system. Companies
like Symantec employ targeted attack analytics using
advanced algorithms and machine learning for precise

detection of suspicious activity on cloud-based
platforms.43 Other examples of time-saving machine
learning systems that scan log files for suspicious
activity come from academia.44 In fact, sixty-nine percent
of respondents from the Ponemon Institute’s Artificial
Intelligence Study state that the biggest benefit of AI in
cybersecurity will be an increase in the speed of analyzing
threats and the containment of infected devices, saving
2.5 million USD in operating costs.45 Another way
to reduce response time and human intervention is
coordinated behavior among intelligent AI systems (e.g.
multi-agent system coordination), which allows network
protection systems to assess attack strategies among
themselves.46
This is a promising development when one takes into
consideration the cybersecurity information overload
(200,000 security events per day) and skill shortage
(1.5 million unfilled security jobs by 2020) in the field. The
application of machine learning in cybersecurity therefore
addresses the acute problem of scarce and expensive
cybersecurity expertise through resource optimization
or increases in staff productivity.47 It can therefore lead
to more informed decisions by security experts at an
unprecedented speed and scale. A reduction in false
positive rates would also positively impact cybersecurity
operations and machine learning is effective in achieving
this goal. Because machine learning is able to help keep

track of what historically have been false positives and
therefore can adjust the AI heuristics, it is far less likely
to flag false positives than a human would. This means
systems will be able to focus their processing power on
protecting against actual attacks. In other words, false
positives are costly and too many of them will overwhelm
security systems, meaning fewer time to deal with actual
threats.48
AI and machine learning offers training opportunities
for a number of different fields. NATO’s Cooperative
Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence runs a yearly
exercise called ‘Locked Shields’ which puts teams to
the test in defending a fictional country against a severe
cyberattack. To this end, it offers a course that uses
machine learning as a tool for solving practical
monitoring challenges.49

3.6 Patching
Machine learning is no cure-all, most notably because
it won't help in the distribution of security patches.
What it can do is help identify security holes – if current
techniques are perfected.50 Today, the average number
of days for companies to patch a software vulnerability
varies wildly. According to Bruce Schneier, a leading
cybersecurity expert, the industry rule of thumb is that
“a quarter of us install patches on the day they’re issued,
a quarter within the month, a quarter within the year,
and a quarter never do.” The patch rate is even lower for
military, industrial, and healthcare systems because of
how specialized the software is.51
In the early 2010s, experts at the US Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) observed advances in
critical areas of computer science necessary to automate
cybersecurity and patching of software using machine
learning.52 In 2016, DARPA hosted the AI Cyber Grand
Challenge: “a competition to create automatic defensive
systems capable of reasoning about flaws, formulating
patches and deploying them on a network in real time.”53
Prizes of $2 million, $1 million, and $750 thousand were
awarded to the top three finishers. Eventually, the tech
behind the winner is now used by the Pentagon.54 The
company claims it has started adapting its machine
learning technology to be able to automatically find and
patch flaws in certain kinds of commercial software,
including that of internet devices such as routers.
This competition is a good example how government
(and other stakeholders) can function as a responsible
accelerator for local talent and startups through which it
can ultimately benefit as well.
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3.7 Computational Propaganda
AI and ML technologies are not only changing the
way computational propaganda is produced and
disseminated, but also have the potential to play a
central role in tackling disinformation55 in the long run.
Computational propaganda is a term that encompasses
recent manipulative disinformation efforts which
accompanied the 2016 US Presidential Election, for
example. It is best defined as “the use of algorithms,
automation, and human curation to purposefully distribute
misleading information over social media networks.”56
Computational propaganda is considered to constitute
one of the most powerful new tools against democracy.57
In the Russian context, Moscow is believed to pursue
a 4D offensive: 1) to dismiss an opponent’s claims or
allegations, 2) to distort events to serve political purposes,
3) to distract from one’s own activities, and 4) to dismay
those who might otherwise oppose one’s goals.58
Until now, disinformation operations have relied on human
operatives to produce content, and on a combination of
human ‘trolls’ and basic automated algorithms to spread
that content.59 Online platforms have the capacity to
defend against most of the tools employed by information
adversaries, as predictable ‘bot-like’ patterns make it
possible to identify most automated algorithms.60 For
example, in August this year, Facebook successfully
removed 652 fake accounts and pages with ties to Russia
and Iran that attempted to influence political outcomes in
the US, UK, Middle East and Latin America.61 Twitter has
also taken steps to remove fake accounts and shut down
bot networks.62
Advances in AI and machine learning systems may be the
key to solving the spread of computational propaganda.
Existing tracking systems are based on manual fact
checking, which is neither effective nor efficient to
evaluate every piece of information that appears online.
Taking a cue from articles that were flagged as inaccurate
by users and fact checkers in the past, AI can be
leveraged to find (patterns of) words that can identify
false stories. Through pattern recognition, it is possible
to identify harmful online behavior. As this technology is
still under development, there is a risk of false positives
– identifying stories as fake when they are not.63 As such,
the focus has been on using a combination of machine
learning to do the most repetitive work (i.e. making basic
judgments on large amounts of content), and people for
making more nuanced and complex decisions that require
deeper expertise.64
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Google, Facebook and Twitter already rely on machine
learning to stamp out trolls, remove fake bot accounts,
and to proactively identify dubious content. In addition
to its image search algorithm, Google introduced a
browser extension, which allows users to flag misleading
information as well as to see news flagged by others.65
Facebook already applies machine learning to detect
sensitive content – videos and photos containing
violence, sexual and terrorist content – and is now moving
to use similar technologies to detect false stories, as well
as to spot duplicates of stories that have already been
debunked.66 The platform recently acquired a Londonbased start-up Bloomsbury AI to help improve language
processing, and to better tackle disinformation spread on
the platform.67 For the time being, Facebook continues to
rely on a combination of technology and human review.
While advances in machine learning technologies
will unarguably benefit those who defend against
computational propaganda, they are also likely to allow
adversaries to magnify the effectiveness and scale of their
operations in the short term.68 As argued by Rosenbach
and Mansted, “breakthroughs are likely to spread
quickly and widely, equipping both state and non-state
adversaries with a technological edge”.69
Three threats stand out in particular. First, with advances
in machine learning, adversaries will progressively be
able to identify and target those audiences that are
most susceptible to influence. Known data inputs (for
example, indicators of race or gender), combined with
machine learning tools that predict with growing accuracy
people’s political and religious beliefs, personality and
preferences, real-time emotions, or identity characteristics
such as sexual preference, adversaries will be able
to deliver highly-personalised content with maximum
effectiveness.70 Second, by creating tools that are more
capable of understanding human language and of
processing it in the right context, the next wave of AI
research may put bots in the driver’s seat with little to no
human supervision at the tactical level. In this scenario,
humans will be pushed out of certain tasks that would
have previously never been considered to be handed
over to machines. The third looming threat are the socalled ‘deep fakes’ – digitally manipulated audio or visual
material that is highly-realistic, cheaper and virtually
indistinguishable from real material.71
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4 – The Bottlenecks of Machine Learning

The use of machine learning technologies in cybersecurity
bring along bottlenecks and systemic vulnerabilities
that can be exploited. Traditional machine learning
risks, such as input data bias72 and overfitting,73 remain
obstacles but are too technical in nature for the scope
of this study. Instead this chapter focuses on three core
macro components that drive AI and machine learning
technologies: (i) software algorithms, (ii) data, and (iii)
computational power.74 This study does not presuppose
a hierarchical order where one component is more
important than the other. Rather it deals with them as
individual legs of a tripod and addresses them from a
Dutch socio-economic approach to identify points for
further research or development. This ought to be placed
behind an important international context. Media reports
about humongous Chinese investments75 indicate there is
increasing belief that the development of the AI industry
and clusters is not only possible, but an essential part of
government policy both for local economic development
but also national security.

4.1 From Software Algorithms to Talent
One leg of the tripod is the development of algorithms
and the creation of better environments in which
these algorithms can thrive. Algorithms have four
logical building blocks: the procedure, the sequence,
alternatives, and iteration. In other words, to build an
algorithm a function must be selected, it must operate
in a pattern, possess a series of ‘if then’ statements
of alternative solutions to the problem, followed by an
iteration to build loops in order to solve problems.76 In
essence, algorithms are created as the mathematical
solution to problems expressed in code.77 One of the
main software challenges to building complex algorithms
is known as the black box problem. This refers to the
situation in machine learning where an AI has determined
the solution to a problem using algorithms and data, but
the scientist does not know precisely how it determined
the answer.78 They can see the input and the output but
not the process. This makes further advancement in the
field difficult.
On the basis of the interviews, it became clear that there
is cooperation between Dutch companies (that lead in
machine learning implementation) and algorithm experts79
from Dutch technical universities. For now this is largely
17

done on a case-by-case or project basis to address a
specific problem. Cooperation is not happening on a
structural basis. This means that much of the algorithmic
knowledge is not being transferred, which adds to
the black box problem, especially when there are no
evaluation mechanisms. There is a need for large Dutch
companies that are already using these techniques to
leverage algorithmic power in a more structured way than
is currently happening.
We now turn to the components that could potentially
lead to a more conducive environment for software
algorithms to be developed, in particular for the
Netherlands. A starting point is to identify the best
practices of algorithm teams. To this end, the Google
Brain Team, the research team in charge of machine
learning algorithms and techniques, serves as an
example. In addition to its headquarters in California,
it decided to set up satellite teams in Boston, London,
Montreal, New York, San Francisco, Toronto, Zurich, and
more recently in its office in Amsterdam. The motivation
behind the expansion to Amsterdam offers some insight
into the components that are important for its algorithm
teams:
"In general, the primary driver for our choice of AI
research office locations is the availability of talent
who are either already living in the area or would be
attracted to move there. Aside from that it is the
usual factors, such as strength of local academic
institutions, business friendly environment and
good transport infrastructure. We think that with
world-class universities and a thriving developer
community, Europe is well positioned to play a
leading role in AI research and application."80
If we take a closer look at the primary driver, availability
of talent, which is closely connected to the strength
of its local academic institutions, the number of Dutch
students who want to study computer science (and
especially AI) at university is increasing.81 However, Dutch
Universities are having difficulties accommodating this
increase in interest. A number of universities offering
full-time bachelor or master degrees in these fields are
considering or have already introduced a numerus fixus.82
To close the gap, the capacity of Dutch universities needs

to increase, i.e. more experts and scientists are required
to teach students.83 Other ways to increase capacity
are found in the increase of training places through
cooperation between universities of applied sciences
and industry. One way to cater to the short term need
for more expertise in AI and cybersecurity could come
from retraining and in-service training of specialists in
either field. Here lies not only an opportunity for academic
institutions, but also for initiatives and consortia from
public and/or private organizations including summer
schools, executive courses, master classes.
Dutch researchers and their work in computer science
and AI are of a high quality, however they are being
surpassed by other countries, leading to a decrease in
its global share of academic publications.84 Here lies
not only a task for universities but also for government
in reducing the gap in its research capacity compared
to the AI powers. One of the components of the French
AI strategy, for example, plans to make careers in AI
research more attractive and lucrative to both local and
foreign talents by increasing salaries of researchers,
creating interdisciplinary AI institutes and strengthening
partnerships between academia and industry.85
Other factors that may attract machine learning talent
is the opportunity to collaborate with external partners,
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creating positions and residency programs as well as
developing opportunities for AI scientists to publish their
work, whether it be in academic journals or through their
own platforms, such as Distill.pub.86 There are already
many Dutch public-private partnerships on the way such
as TNO, Bitdefender, and Volto Labs as well as TU Delft,
RoboValley and YES!Delft.87
Particularly as the amount of students looking to study
computer science and AI is increasing,88 there is a large
opportunity for the Hague and the Netherlands to create
those jobs and positions for students looking to remain
after their studies. Companies will take note of the wide
range of talent on offer and potentially consider moving
offices and branches to the Netherlands.
One strategy that seems to be effective is holding
workshops with a number of stakeholders, including
local companies, academia, and larger multinational tech
giants that can act as a capital accelerator. By creating
an environment in which to stimulate collaboration
between all of these different actors, it not only provides
the stepping stone to build more Netherlands-based AI
knowledge hubs, but can also encourage the participation
of students and potential employees in activities and
initiatives related to AI research and development. Similar
to Google’s Workshop on Algorithms and Optimization

in Zurich, a workshop in The Hague could instead focus
on AI in cybersecurity.89 These workshops could build
on initiatives already existing in The Hague, such as
Cybersecurity Summer Schools.90

4.2 Data
Machine learning analyzes troves of data to discern
valuable information without human intervention.91
Resulting conclusions are then used as input for
AI applications. This methodology encourages and
rewards the acquisition of large amounts of data, and
the approaches taken in national AI strategies place
divergent emphasis on the character and legal status of
data. Regardless of the approach, data is a fundamental
resource for AI development. The issues addressed
here deal with the availability of data, data quality92 (as
opposed to quantity), and the security of data. These
factors affect the tangible benefits that result from
machine learning applications to real-world products and
services. They are discussed in light of the regulatory
approach,93 as innovative approaches in the Dutch
context for encouraging further research or development
in AI will be particularly affected by this approach.
An abundance of data that is available for use in machine
learning techniques is crucial for AI. Although data
creation occurs through various means and in a widerange of industries, that data remains confined to the
ecosystem in which it originates. In order for data to be
collected by others and used in AI and machine learning,
it must first be made accessible. There are commercial
but also regulatory incentives for entities that create or
collect data to store vast amounts of it in private silos.
This exacerbates the risk that control over potentially
important or useful data is concentrated among a few
major players.94 In today’s platform economy, value
emerges not only from the ownership of intellectual
property rights inherent to the data, but from the ability
to make licensed use of large amounts of data for other
purposes than its original intent. This reshuffling of owners
and users demands a corresponding readjustment in
intuitions about fair use.95 The most obvious obstacle to
egalitarian machine learning is that the highest quality
datasets are inaccessible not because of copyright law,
but because of secrecy.
Where AI applications are based on user-data, service
providers will want to have exclusive control over data
sets. The more user data a company can collect, the
more it can improve data-driven services like machine
learning. This will attract more users and thus more data.
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This positive feedback loop enables so-called “superplatforms” to consolidate market power. Even where
applications are not dependent on user data there are
issues in creating an open data environment – some
data creators are unaware of the types of data existing
within their domain, the way in which these can or
should be managed, or the potential that this data holds.
For example, data analytics in the oil and gas industry
relies on many different sources of data;96 by some
estimates, internal data generated by O&G companies
exceeds 1.5 terabytes a day. But this is not translating
into direct economic benefits, partly because the rising
need to expand the scope of data is being restricted
by companies’ weak data management capabilities.97 If
such data is not made available for effective use, a lack
of available data will lead to heavier reliance on publicly
available data sets, where data might be incomplete or
inaccurate.
In the EU’s Communication ‘Artificial Intelligence for
Europe’, one of the primary focuses is the creation of
guidelines and standards for data sets. This will mean
that cybersecurity firms have more opportunities to
create Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI) that have more
experience working through clean and operable data
sets.
The need to be circumspect with the security and use
of data and datasets was increased with recent EU
legislation. Legislation relating to data within the EU
covers several aspects,98 although data protection
primarily addresses the imbalance that has long existed
between those that collect data, and the data subject on
the other hand. The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) sets a high threshold for the collection and
use of data, but it also encourages organizations to
have a clear framework in place for collecting, securely
storing, accessing and controlling that data. Correctly
labelling data points at the point of collection is therefore
strongly encouraged. This should assist in reducing the
amount of effort that goes into cleaning data sets and
pre-processing. Inaccurate output can have deleterious
effects for AI,99 and for a well-functioning cybersecurity
solution a machine needs an ordered and comprehensive
threat data set. In order for this to work, the data must
be clean.100 ‘Cleaning’ data sets is a necessary task,
and one that takes up a significant amount of time and
effort;101 figuring out how to undertake such tasks in
more productive ways102 could be key to making the
development and deployment of AI more efficient whilst
improving the quality of data used for machine learning.

Emphasizing a responsible approach to data collection
and use also shifts the burden of protection onto those
collecting data, rather than end users.103 This incentivizes
the collection and use of data in accordance with a data
management architecture,104 promoting accountability and
transparency.
Much criticism has been leveled at the effects of
regulation of data management, in particular on the
supposed negative implications for AI research,
development and implementation.105 Such views however
neglect to consider the potential benefits that such
regulation can have for development of the AI industry
more generally. They also fail to take into account
some of the problems that follow from other divergent
strategies.106107 A more proactive approach to advancing
data regulation can set the EU apart and drive innovation
in AI to compete with larger players in the market. Whilst
data is continuously created and shared, ever-larger pools
of data are not always better, especially when the quality
or structure of the data varies greatly. More researchers
are looking into what can be done with “small data” –
i.e. using fewer data to train algorithms – particularly in
manufacturing and the internet of things. This is where
Europe, home to many industrial firms, could have an
advantage.108 Europeans are also more focused on
protecting the privacy of the user. Because emergent
technologies arise in response to social demand, this
culture-bound constraint on data collection, in turn,
would reorient the development of AI in a more social
instead of consumer-marketing direction, which has
been the main focus of both China and Silicon Valley.109
The future will see AI deployed in a range of settings,
from autonomous systems such as cars and cargo ships
to clinical support systems, raising concerns about
implementing self-learning systems where there is little
control of humans in the process or knowledge of how
algorithms reach decisions. By identifying strong guiding
principles, and stimulating the market for AI applications,
organizations are encouraged to innovate in a race to the
top, potentially reducing the safety, ethical and privacy
implications of increasing amounts and access to data.110
There are also strong incentives for ensuring the
application of data regulation works in conjunction with,
and not contrary to AI development. For example, the EU
is looking to transport, healthcare111 and manufacturing
sectors to lead the way in AI adoption. Operators in these
industries, whilst offering the most promising social and
economic returns from the application of AI, are also
increasingly deploying business models that depend
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on the availability and accessibility of real-time, highquality data.112 Beyond consumer-facing applications that
utilize personal data, regulation also needs to account
for data sharing initiatives between organizations. The
idea has been floated for institutions (such as the EU,
or national Member States) to act as brokers in data
sharing agreements, opening up the data market to more
intervention and use113 than is currently possible. Although
a market for training data in machine learning has already
developed – for which personally identifiable information is
immensely valuable114 – data protections have accelerated
a paradigm shift, where both public and private groups
need to rethink the way in which they exchange data.
High standards of protection for personal data and
the concept of data portability115 can be leveraged to
incubate a platform for businesses willing to share the
data they collect.116 A wealth of data remains untapped
with numerous benefits that could have an impact on
AI,117 expanding the market for training data in machine
learning. The EU has made significant efforts over the
past 15 years to open up public sector information and
publicly funded research results for re-use, such as data
generated by the EU's space programs. Other Member
State initiatives, such as those of Germany,118 Finland119
and France120 build on these efforts.
A healthy AI and machine learning ecosystem requires
services from cloud-based platforms to store the vast
amounts of data. In the interviews it became clear that
there is no apparent Dutch alternative to foreign third-party cloud-based services platforms, such as IBM’s Watson.
This reliance means that much of the Dutch data is leaving
the Netherlands and even Europe. Some respondents
believed there is an added value of EU data protection
policies such as GDPR to keep Dutch data from going
across the EU border, while others applaud the spirit
of the regulation but find the actualization constraining.
Instead, they would prefer to opt for Dutch or European
services cloud-based platforms. Unfortunately, they are
not finding these local or European alternatives.
Looking beyond government-facilitated or compulsory
data sharing, private companies are increasingly willing
to share valuable datasets.121 Another good example
of pooling and sharing data in the private sector is
Google’s federated learning. In February of 2017, Google
announced “a completely new, lightweight, machine
learning architecture” that enables Android wearable
devices to generate predictive text using users’ locally
stored data, without having to copy those data to cloud
servers. Federated learning allows for these local models

to train and be updated by a shared model stored in the
cloud. Under this model, all training data are stored on
users’ devices and only small updates are transmitted to
the cloud. This, performed across many devices, updates
a shared model that can in turn be downloaded back onto
users’ devices.122 Federated learning removes the need to
construct a centralized database of user data for certain
applications of machine learning; Google primarily touts
this as a boon to user privacy and data security.

Japan.124 While many saw the supercomputer race as
purely between China, Japan and the United States, the
European Union is taking steps to address its apparent
lack of competitiveness by investing €1,200,000,000
(1.2 billion)125 in the European High Performance
Computing initiative in 2018.126 In the longer term (20212027), the Commission proposed to invest €2.7 billion in
the Joint Undertaking to strengthen supercomputing and
data processing in Europe as part of the Digital Europe
Programme.127

4.3 Computational Power
To achieve any kind of large-scale data processing, a great
amount of computational power is needed. In that vein of
thought, the development and subsequent race of highperformance computing (including supercomputers) is one
that factors into the development of machine learning.
There is a widely perceived supercomputer race currently
underway between the United States, China, Japan, and
Europe. In the top ten list of supercomputers, the top
two are in the United States, with Summit taking first
place with 200 petaflops in power and Sierra in second
place with 125 petaflops.123 Of the top ten, five of the
supercomputers originate in the United States, two from
China, and one each from Germany, Switzerland and
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In total, the Netherlands has six supercomputers listed
in the top 500 list, which together amount to 11.9
petaflops.128 In April 2018, supercomputer producer
Maxeler established an office in The Netherlands at
Tech incubator YES!Delft. This branch in Delft will focus
on projects that require a lot of processing power such
as developing AI for creating cybersecurity solutions
for self-driving cars and other solutions involving the
medical field.129 Furthermore, the Netherlands has its own
supercomputer, Cartesius, which is available for large
data set projects.130 More specifically, the Netherland’s
Institute for Radio Astronomy has also developed a new
supercomputer for the Square Kilometre Array, the most
sensitive radio telescope worldwide.131 However, it is not

just large supercomputers that take up the field. Leiden
University in collaboration with IBM developed a very
small supercomputer in 2017, which fits on a carrier
bicycle.132

the importance of reducing power consumption;
miniaturization of high-performance computers and
development of new architecture such as neuromorphic
and quantum architecture.135

To power these supercomputers and many other
aspects of AI, a progression in computational efficiency
and hardware is needed, which is mainly driven by
semiconductors. Because these pieces of technology
are so essential to the operation of an AI, many countries
such as China are aiming to become independent
from international suppliers. In the last six months,
two Chinese companies, Alibaba and Baidu, have
announced plans to develop semiconductors.133 Other
companies are attempting to branch out in other ways
to support the vast amount of computing power needed
for AI – for example, Lightelligence is creating optical
chips, which would allow computers to run faster matrix
multiplications, a function key to Deep Learning in AI.134
Japan, on the other hand, is developing semiconductors
specialised for AI applications, such as learning and
inference, where the goal is to improve processing speed
more than accuracy. The Japanese strategy stresses

In the Netherlands, semiconductors are a common
export product and several Dutch companies
compete in a large global market. Companies like
NXP Semiconductors N.V., ASML, and Nexperia are
Netherlands-based but have a global reach. Other
producers of semiconductors include Ampleon, BE
Precision Technology, and over sixty other companies
based in the Netherlands.136 Despite this wide range of
companies, the Netherlands is not leading the world in
semiconductor production. Rather the industry is led by
South Korea, the United States, China, Japan, Singapore
and Taiwan.137 The rise of Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) chips however will increase the difference
between “fabless” semiconductor companies who
design chips, and the manufacturers who actually create
them. The outsourcing of actual chip manufacturing to
low cost producers will therefore continue to be a rising
security concern.

A Lack of Normative Leadership
In the last two years alone, more than a dozen
countries have devised national strategies on AI.138
The Netherlands still visibly lacks such an official
government strategy or roadmap, although it will
most likely be launched in March 2019. A call for
action by the AINED raises important socio-economic,
technical, policy, educational components for such a
national strategy.139 In particular, it notes that the Dutch
competitive advantage resides in its experience in
public-private partnerships.
In a recent analysis of 12 AI strategies, the Observer
Research Foundation observed a void in normative
leadership: “who is scripting the governing principles
behind AI? With each passing year, deep learning
technologies become more and more accessible to
nations around the world. In five years it is likely that
the competing nations will have comparable technical
capacities. The battle then will not be technical, it will
be in creating the dominant governing principles.”140
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Countries such as South Korea and Canada and
organizations such as the EU have this international
normative ambition in their strategies, albeit from
different national angles. The Netherlands, and The
Hague in particular, is well-positioned to be a credible
leading actor: it has a strong reputation in general,
and in the “rule of law” in particular, whilst it has a
traditionally decentralized governance model that can
provide the basis for a competitive advantage in the
multi-stakeholder AI environment if it is met with the
right level of government leadership and coordination
with other stakeholders. It requires early concerted
diplomatic efforts, much in the same way as the
Netherlands has shown itself as a leader in establishing
norms, principles and rules of the road in a similar
domain: cyberspace. It should likewise consider doing
this for AI as well and address this ambition in its
upcoming strategy.

Industry Leadership
Spearheaded by the high-tech, telecom and financial
sector, AI is permeating through all sectors. Gartner
estimates that by 2020, AI technologies will be in
almost every new software product.141Over seventy
percent of mid-market businesses are already reliant
on AI and machine learning, while in companies with
more than 1000 employees, over seventy-five percent
are reliant on AI and machine learning.142
The United States remains the frontrunner because
of companies like Google, Amazon and Facebook.
China’s industries and government are ambitious:
it wants to become the world leader in AI by 2030.143
In China alone, AI has birthed 14 unicorns – companies
valued at over US$ 1 billion.144 The Netherlands has
some leading companies, such as TomTom, Booking.
com and Euvision and Scyfer, but the latter three are
now in American hands, which bears consequences
on the ownership of data and the development of the
technology. There are more than 200 AI startups in the
Netherlands, but only 0.4% manages to grow into an
international company, which is mainly attributed to
the lack of capital injections.
The partnerships that Chinese and US-based
companies may form and the national security
implications of this raises some questions.
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In October 2018, Chinese search giant Baidu
joined the US-based Partnership on AI.145
American companies such as Qualcomm
Inc, Nvidia Corp, and IBM also have a variety
of activities in China, ranging from research
labs to training initiatives. However, the US is
considering tightening restrictions on these
partnerships.146
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5 – Conclusions

The word ‘AI’ is often equated with the murderous
computer HAL from 2001: A Space Odyssey. The
reality is much different, namely that “true” AI (i.e.
Artificial Superintelligence or ASI) is still far off.
Similarly, despite the proliferation of useful machine
learning (ML) capabilities, it is important to temper
expectations as to how this will impact cybersecurity.
This study has shown that a solution to a given machine
learning task may, at various stages, use both supervised
and unsupervised learning approaches. This also goes for
cybersecurity. Undoubtedly, machine learning has already
changed and will continue to change the landscape of
cybersecurity. However, as much as it aids in the creation
of more comprehensive cybersecurity solutions, it also
becomes a tool for the offense: this includes autonomous
malware and offensive cyber capabilities, such as
phishing, spam, DDoS, ransomware, and spyware, as well
as other applications in computational propaganda like
deep fakes.
Artificial Narrow Intelligence (the capacity of an AI
technology to match or exceed human ability in a specific
task or domain, versus Artificial Superintelligence,
where AI exceeds humans in both range and ability) will
certainly automate processes that are now manual, but
ANI also opens the door to new vulnerabilities. It will be
important to create counter-ANI abilities to target and
protect against these vulnerabilities. This new stage in
cybersecurity will require analysts to also consider new
kinds of ANI-enabled economic and military sabotage.
The uptake of ANI has the potential to further upset the
already precarious balance between state and nonstate actors. Software can be reproduced at a low cost,
meaning that it will become easier for smaller actors to
obtain and take advantage of ANIs for malign purposes.
Machine learning is already being implemented in
communication filtering, anti-virus, vulnerability scanning,
malware and forensic analysis, spam-filters, phishing
defense, and most notably behavior analytics and
anomaly detection. It is also used to tackle the spread
of computational propaganda. Commercial avenues
for addressing these issues should be supported, in
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particular assessing and testing products according to
transparent guidelines before their release on the market.
Currently, machine learning's most common role is
additive. It acts as a sentry, rather than a cure-all.
Overall, much of the routine or repetitive security tasks
are now being automated using machine learning to
relieve the overburdened and understaffed security
analysts, rather than replace them. This combination of
combining technology and human review also applies in
the countering of computational propaganda as it may
take another five to ten years for an AI to proactively vet
linguistically nuanced content such as hate speech with
minimal to no human input. According to the Ponemon
survey, the average cost of not using an AI to address
cyberattacks is estimated at more than $3 million versus
just over $800,000 USD if an AI is used.147 In other words,
while there remain major cybersecurity implications that
machine learning cannot fully address, such as the weak
social layer (i.e. human factor) and patching, it makes
more sense to use it rather than go without, as it is more
cost effective and addresses the acute problem of scarce
and expensive cybersecurity expertise through resource
optimization.
As attack systems become more dynamic in behavior,
more voluminous and target a far larger attack plane, the
human capacity to identify and mitigate attacks will fall
short. This will warrant the development of new defensive
systems that use machine learning to support the
security analyst. Ultimately, adaptivity will become a
core characteristic for both the offense and defense
Despite the overwhelming hype, there is real promise
behind machine learning in cybersecurity. It will
become the new state of art. The challenge is keeping
expectations in check. Pursuing a cluster of government,
private sector, and civil society (including the technical,
academic, and advocacy community) actors to engage
in this topic is likely to be a promising strategy for local
economic development in the field. This holds true for
the Netherlands in particular because of its combination
of the (i) concentration of advanced Dutch and European
talent and research, (ii) the regulatory focus, and (iii)
associated industries.

Each component has its own set of observations and
recommendations:
(i) Concentration of advanced Dutch and European
talent and research
• Prioritize long-term cultivation of ML talent and
expertise. While talent appears available for the
moment (for example, see Google in Amsterdam,
section 4.1), the global share of Dutch academic
publications is shrinking and universities struggle
to cope with the increasing demand of students
that want to study computer science and AI. To
strengthen this, i) attract (foreign and domestic)
experts, teachers and scientists through financial
and professional incentives, ii) create training
places through cooperation with industry and iii)
foster interdisciplinary education and research by
creatively fusing methods from computer science,
machine learning and artificial intelligence, for
example by establishing a dedicated faculty
department within one of the Dutch universities.
• Cultivate and train talent in the short-term.
There is a short-term need for more expertise,
especially with respect to teachers. Retraining
and in-service training of specialists can support
the lack of supply. An assessment should be
made as to the level of re-training required, which
skills are necessary for future employment and
how these objectives can best be reached. They
should be undertaken in cooperation with those
stakeholders best placed to provide input, such as
educational institutions and employment bodies.
• Develop an AI research agenda. Without such
an agenda, research and commercial activities
tend to be fragmented and not effective. The
agenda should identify and define relevant societal
challenges that AI can help tackle, take into
consideration the needs of relevant sectors, such
as cybersecurity, prioritize the most pressing AI
issues, and aim to defragment ongoing efforts.
• Create a community and knowledge hubs
to address the lack of critical mass. An
environment in which collaboration between all
of these different actors is stimulated, provides
the stepping stone to build more Netherlandsbased AI knowledge hubs and encourages the
participation of students and potential employees
in activities and initiatives related to AI research
and development. The DARPA AI Cyber Grand
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•

Challenge is a good example of how government
(and other stakeholders) can function as an
accelerator for local technical talent and startups,
from which it ultimately benefits as well. This also
leads to an increased awareness and capacity of
academics working on AI and machine learning to
apply their expertise to cybersecurity. This can be
done by by workshops or conferences with relevant
stakeholders, including local industry, academia,
large multinational tech giants and government.
Develop applied programs with accompanying
budgets. Through triple helix collaboration and
across different sectors, specific AI/Cybersecurity
applications should be understood, developed and
valorized. (e.g., AI implications of unmanned SOCs
at interorganizational levels)

(ii) R
 egulatory focus potentially addressed by
platforms such as The Hague Legal Delta
• Encourage the sharing of decentralized data
on a Dutch and European scale. This could
encompass the creation of platforms or networks
that work towards supporting data sharing
agreements. It might also include encouraging
the collection and maintenance of large-scale,
high-quality data sets that are subject to use by
specified third parties. Such agreements should
incorporate the principles of accountability and
transparency.
• Assess how untapped information could be of
better use. Many industries maintain huge data
collections without approaches to make proper
use of it, but the exact scope of underuse remains
unclear. Research could determine which specific
industries and business models are more likely
to collect and consolidate large amounts of data,
making assessments on whether data should be
more open and how to support this.
• Provide legal guidance, expertise and research
in the field of AI. Where there is currently a lack
of national and international regulatory frameworks
for AI technology, long-term research and
development, particularly with a focus on ANI will
make it possible to create more comprehensive
regulation. A clear advisory role could be assumed
by The Hague Legal Delta. An example of this
role would be the Article 29 Working Party,
which provided input to the development of the
GDPR.

•

Develop normative leadership in AI and cyber.
Similar to international cyberpolicy. The Hague
is well positioned to be a credible international
actor that can easily ramp its engagement in
negotiations to address the apparent lack of
normative leadership. This requires the right level
of government leadership and active coordination
with other stakeholders. The upcoming official
national AI strategy should address this ambition.

(iii) Associated industries
• Keep momentum in high-performance
computing: The Netherlands should keep
momentum in current Dutch and European highperformance computing to not fall further behind
the US and China.
• Use wide range of domestic semiconductor
companies to address security concerns.
Despite its wide range of semiconductor
companies, the Netherlands is not leading in global
production. The rise of Field-Programmable Gate
Array chips, however, will increase the difference
between “fabless” semiconductor companies
who design chips, and the manufacturers who
actually create them. The outsourcing of chip
manufacturing to low cost producers will therefore
continue to be a rising security concern, which can
create opportunities for Dutch industry.
• Use the international tech companies. These
companies have significant satellite offices in the
Netherlands that increasingly work together with
local companies and academics (see also the first
set of recommendations).
• Provide Dutch or European alternatives: Large
national companies are interested to find Dutch
or European alternatives to foreign cloud-based
services platforms, such as IBM’s Watson, but find
it difficult to locate them. PPP platforms such as
The Hague Security Delta are well positioned to
conduct a stakeholder and market analysis, linking
these companies together.
These factors indicate that there are a lot of potential
synergies that could entice many companies to invest in
or initiate projects. It, however, requires much-needed
leadership, which in these fields will not only determine
who captures value in the supply chain but also help
establish their “autonomy” in the AI race.
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